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And so it is, I finished my thesis. It has been a long way on which I have learned even more that what 

I expected when I started on that 1st of September 2008. During my PhD there have been moments 

when it felt like I was by my self against the elements, but there are many people who I would like to 

thank because they have been essential, of much help or siblings on this scientific journey.

First of all I would like to deeply thank Timo and Taco. I still remember my interview for my position 

at Sanquin. I recall leaving the old building feeling that I had it. Whatever was going to happen on 

the next 4 years I would manage with supervisors like you. And so it was. Timo, from the first months 

I have always been thankful of how you supervised my project, I think this is very difficult to do but 

you knew when to give me space and when to push me. You both have helped me so much with 

the last steps of my thesis when everything seamed to be slowing down. I want to thank you both 

for showing me what science is about, it has been a pleasure learning immunology with you both.

Dirk, I am thankful for your comments to my work in the working discussions and for showing me 

how one must be rigorous and responsible when working on science. You have also more or less 

founded the lab were I have learned so much and you are going to be the chairman on my defense. 

I couldn’t think of anyone that would be better for this task. Thank you very much for everything.

Karin, you have had to adjust to me more than anyone, and I want to thank you for that. You as a 

morning person and me as a……well, we all know, found a way to work together and to become 

friends. Thanks a lot for working hard with me.

Paul, man we had fun in the lab! Countless jokes and joyful spirit in its pure state! But on top 

of that I thank you for being so good at your job, I loved working with you because you always 

manage to do the job perfectly and fast. Most importantly I want to thank you for your tenacity 

during these 5 years on finding my stolen banana, we didn’t succeed, but it doesn’t matter, I 

know you will keep on trying

Judy and Martin, my DNA gurus! Thanks a lot for been patient with me, you were always there 

with a smile and a positive attitude to check with me my gel or discuss molecular genetics, I 

have learned a lot from you and had very good times with both of you.

Laura and Robin, the ambitious upcoming PI’s. I have shared so much fun and cotilleos with you 

both and you have helped me with practical matters several times. On top of that you both have 

been very important for me to understand academia and how it works. From both of you I have 

learned (on two very different styles) what it takes to climb the ambitious ladder of science. 

Michel, the last of the SIRP technicians! You have helped me so much too. Always open to help 

PhD a student in trouble! We have enjoyed those videos we made eh my friend?

Edith, one of my science sisters, but also something more. We both made each others life in 

the lab nicer, and how much we talked about work! I want to thank you because although you 

might think it helped you, it also helped me a lot.

Sietse, Roel and Joris, the dudes. It has been so nice to share the PhD with you guys, all of us so 

different and making such a good connection at the same time. Thanks a lot Joris for picking me as 
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your paranimf, it has helped me push the last bits of my thesis forward! Roel and Sietse, its you turn 

now to get things done, but since you are lab beasts I am sure you wont have any problem with this.

Xiwen, Katka, Elena and Boukje, the girls. Ah! So nice it was to enter the room everyday and see you 

all there. Dr. Xiwen, like you I wont forget my first months in the Netherlads when I had a Chinese 

wife either. We have shared a lot and for that I am thankful! Katka, damn we talked eh? We always 

complained about Hanke, but I think it was us that talked the most. Thanks for listening! Boukje and 

Elena, you joined the SIRP room (because it was and it will be a SIRP room) and both your laughs took 

over, so nice to hear both of them, thanks for all the great moments and talks we had.

Hanke, what can I say. I owe you soooo much. My project had a major turn when you came to 

Sanquin. I learned so much from your experience, from your engineer cubic mind, from your 

“lets tackle the problem step by step” and from your animal experience. How many things I 

have asked you! Millions! You have been like my godmother (I know you won’t like the term but 

its true) in science, and a very good friend also, that is why I had no doubt when picking you as 

my paranimf. Thank you so much for everything!

Jean, my man. You have no clue about immunology and still you have been a big part in this PhD. We 

lived together for so many years during which you always helped me to see problems in perspective 

when I got negative and to see things from a fresh point of view. Rebooting my feelings towards my 

PhD project has been essential to finish it and together with my boss you have been very helpful on 

doing this. On top of that we have rocked Amsterdam hard and as a powerful duo, now you are gone 

to cheese land but still you will be my paranimf and for that I thank you again.

People of the Klimmuur, Hilda, Erik Irene, Jeanet, Anne and others. I have bothered you so 

much with my PhD that you definitely deserve a space in this book. All those evenings when we 

would meet at the klimmuur and I would share my stress with you and burn it by going up and 

down that wall like maniacs.

Papa, mama y Cata, desde la distancia y quizás por eso mas importante aun, quiero agradeceros 

la ayuda. Siempre me habéis apoyado en mis decisiones, aunque hayan resultado en que este 

tan lejos de vosotros en momentos tan dífciles como los que nos ha tocado vivir en los últimos 

años. Siempre os habeis alegrado de que me haya librado del fiasco en nuestro pais y eso es 

una expression de amor muy fuerte que me ha ayudado mucho a seguir aqui. Espero que esteis 

orgullosos de mi por este libro, yo lo estoy!

Cece! I have met you on the last steps of my PhD, still everything I do now I share it with you, 

including becoming a doctor. The joy I fell when finishing this book is bigger because you feel 

it too. Soon it will be your turn!
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